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ABSTRACT

Context. SH+ is a surprisingly widespread molecular ion in diffuse interstellar clouds. There, it plays an important role by triggering
the sulfur chemistry. In addition, SH+ emission lines have been detected at the UV-illuminated edges of dense molecular clouds,
so-called photo-dissociation regions (PDRs), and toward high-mass protostars. An accurate determination of the SH+ abundance and
of the physical conditions prevailing in these energetic environments relies on knowing the rate coefficients of inelastic collisions
between SH+ molecules and hydrogen atoms, hydrogen molecules, and electrons.
Aims. We derive SH+–H fine and hyperfine-resolved rate coefficients from recent quantum calculations for the SH+–H collisions,
including inelastic, exchange, and reactive processes.
Methods. The method we used is based on the infinite-order sudden approach.
Results. State-to-state rate coefficients between the first 31 fine levels and 61 hyperfine levels of SH+ were obtained for temperatures
ranging from 10 to 1000 K. Fine-structure resolved rate coefficients present a strong propensity rule in favor of ∆ j = ∆N transitions.
The ∆ j = ∆F propensity rule is observed for the hyperfine transitions.
Conclusions. The new rate coefficients will help significantly in the interpretation of SH+ spectra from PDRs and UV-irradiated
shocks where the abundance of hydrogen atoms with respect to hydrogen molecules can be significant.

Key words. molecular data – molecular processes – radiative transfer – methods: laboratory: molecular

1. Introduction

Submillimeter absorption lines from the ground-rotational state
of SH+ were first detected toward the W3 IRS5 high-mass
star-forming region with Herschel/HIFI (Benz et al. 2010). In
parallel, and using the APEX telescope, Menten et al. (2011)
detected rotational absorption lines produced by SH+ in the low-
density (nH . 100 cm−3) diffuse clouds in the line of sight toward
the strong continuum source SgrB2(M) in the Galactic center.
Despite the very endothermic formation route of this hydride
ion (for a review, see Gerin et al. 2016), subsequent absorption
measurements of multiple lines of sight with Herschel demon-
strated the ubiquitous presence of SH+ in diffuse interstellar
clouds (Godard et al. 2012).

SH+ rotational lines have also been detected in emission
toward the Orion Bar photodissociation region (PDR; Nagy et al.
2013), a strongly UV-irradiated surface of the Orion molecular
cloud (e.g., Goicoechea et al. 2016). In warm and dense PDRs
(nH & 105 cm−3) such as the Orion Bar, SH+ forms by exothermic
reactions of S+ with vibrationally excited H2 (with v ≥ 2, see
details in Agúndez et al. 2010; Zanchet et al. 2013, 2019). High
angular resolution images taken with ALMA show that SH+ arises
from a narrow layer at the edge of the PDR, the photodissociation
front that separates atomic from molecular gas (Goicoechea et al.
2017). In these PDR layers, the abundance of hydrogen atoms
is comparable to that of hydrogen molecules, which are contin-
uously being photodissociated. Both H and H2, together with
electrons (arising from the ionization of carbon atoms, see e.g.,
Cuadrado et al. 2019), drive the collisional excitation of molecu-
lar rotational levels and atomic fine-structure levels.

In addition to PDRs, the SH+ line emission observed toward
massive protostars likely arises from the UV-irradiated cavities
of their molecular outflows (Benz et al. 2010, 2016). In these
UV-irradiated shocks, the density of hydrogen atoms can be high
as well. All in all, the molecular abundances and physical con-
ditions in these regions, where atomic and molecular hydrogen
can have comparable abundances, are not well understood.

In the interstellar medium (ISM), molecular abundances are
derived from excitation line modeling. Assuming local thermo-
dynamic equilibrium (LTE) conditions in the interstellar media
with low densities is generally not a good approximation, as
discussed by Roueff & Lique (2013). Hence, the population of
molecular levels is driven by the competition between collisional
and radiative processes. It is then essential to determine accurate
collisional data between the involved molecules and the most
abundant interstellar species, which are usually electrons and
atomic and molecular hydrogen, in order to obtain reliably mod-
eled spectra.

The computation of collisional data for the SH+ started
recently. First, R-matrix calculations combined with the
adiabatic-nucleus rotation and Coulomb-Born approximations
was used to compute electron-impact rotational rate coefficients,
and hyperfine-resolved rate coefficients were deduced using
the infinite-order sudden approximation (Hamilton et al. 2018).
Then, time-independent close-coupling quantum-scattering cal-
culations were employed by Dagdigian (2019) to compute
hyperfine-resolved rate coefficients for (de-)excitation of SH+ in
collisions with both para- and ortho-H2.

Collisional data with atomic hydrogen are much more chal-
lenging to compute because of the possible reactive nature of the
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SH+–H collisional system. However, we have recently overcome
this difficult problem and presented quantum mechanical calcula-
tions of cross sections and rate coefficients for the rotational exci-
tation of SH+ by H, including the reactive channels (Zanchet et al.
2019), using new accurate potential energy surfaces.

Unfortunately, it was not possible to include the fine and
hyperfine structure of the SH+(3Σ−) molecule in the quantum
dynamical calculations, but they are resolved in astronomical
observations. This made the new set of data difficult to use in
astrophysical applications.

The aim of this work is to use the quantum state-to-state rate
coefficients for the SH+(3Σ−)–H inelastic collisions to generate
a new set of fine and hyperfine resolved data that can be used
in radiative transfer models. The paper is organized as follows:
Sect. 2 provides a brief description of the theoretical approach. In
Sect. 3 we present the results. Concluding remarks are presented
in Sect. 4.

2. Computational method

2.1. Potential energy surfaces

The collisions between SH+(X3Σ−) and H(2S ) can take place on
two different potential energy surfaces (PESs), the ground quar-
tet (4A′′) and doublet (2A′′) electronic states of the H2S+ system.
In this work, we use the H2S+ quartet and doublet PESs that were
previously generated by Zanchet et al. (2019).

Briefly, the state-average complete active space (SA-
CASSCF) method (Werner & Knowles 1985) was employed to
calculate the first 4A′′ together with the two first 2A′ and the three
first 2A′′ electronic states. The obtained state-average orbitals
and multireference configurations were then used to calculate
both the lowest 4A′′ and 2A′′ states energies with the internally
contracted multireference configuration interaction method (ic-
MRCI; Werner & Knowles 1988) and the Davidson correction
(Davidson 1975). For sulfur and hydrogen atoms, the augmented
correlation-consistent quintuple zeta (aug-cc-pV5Z) basis sets
were used, and all calculations were made using the MOL-
PRO suite of programs (Werner et al. 2012). These energies were
then fit using the GFIT3C procedure (Aguado & Paniagua 1992;
Aguado et al. 1998).

The two PESs exhibit completely different topographies. The
4A′′ electronic state does not present any minimum out of the van
der Waals wells in the asymptotic channels and does not present
any barrier to the SH+ + H→ H2 + S+ reaction. This reaction is
exothermic on this surface, and reactive collisions are likely to
occur in competition with the inelastic collisions.

On the other hand, the 2A′′ state presents a deep insertion
HSH well and does not present any barrier either. For this state,
in contrast with the previous case, the SH+ + H → H2 + S+

reaction is endothermic, and only inelastic collisions can occur
(pure or involving H exchange).

2.2. Time-independent and wave packet calculations

During a collision between SH+ and H, three processes compete:
the inelastic (1), reactive (2), and exchange (3) processes:

SH+(v,N) + H′ → SH+(v′,N′) + H′ (1)
SH+(v,N) + H′ → H′H(v′,N′) + S+ (2)

SH+(v,N) + H′ → H′S+(v′,N′) + H, (3)

where v and N designate the vibrational and rotational lev-
els, respectively, of the molecule (SH+ or H2 when the

reaction occurs). Only collisions with SH+ molecules in
their ground-vibrational state v = 0 are considered in this
work. Therefore, the vibrational quantum number v is omitted
hereafter.

The spin-orbit couplings between the different H2S+ were
ignored and the collisions on the ground quartet and doublet
electronic states were studied separately. Because of their dif-
ferent topography, the dynamical calculations were treated dif-
ferently on the two PESs.

The reaction dynamics on the 4A′′ state was studied with
a time-independent treatment based on hyperspherical coor-
dinates. On this PES, the SH+ + H → H2 + S+ colli-
sion is a barrierless and exothermic reaction for which it has
been shown (Zanchet et al. 2019) that the reactivity is strong
(k > 10−10 cm3 s−1), even at low temperatures. The com-
petition between all the three processes (inelastic, exchange,
and reactivity) is therefore rigorously taken into account. We
used the abc reactive code of Skouteris et al. (2000) to carry
out close-coupling calculations of the reactive, inelastic, and
exchange cross sections. The cross sections were obtained
following the approach described in Tao & Alexander (2007),
which was recently used to study the rotational excitation of
HeH+ (Desrousseaux & Lique 2020) by H.

We computed the cross sections for the first 13 rotational lev-
els of the SH+ molecule (0 < N < 12) for a collisional energy
ranging from 0 to 5000 cm−1 and for all values of the total angu-
lar momentum J leading to a nonzero contribution in the cross
sections. More details about the scattering calculations can be
found in Zanchet et al. (2019).

The ground doublet (2A′′) electronic state exhibits a deep
well. Therefore time-independent treatment cannot be used, and
the dynamics was studied from a quantum wave-packet method
using the MAD-WAVE3 program of Zanchet et al. (2009). In
this electronic state, the reactive channels are largely endother-
mic and are not open at the collisional energies considered in this
work.

The inelastic and exchange cross sections in the 2A′′ state
were calculated with the usual partial wave expansion as

σα,N→α′,N′ (Ek) =
π

k2

1
2N + 1

Jmax∑
J=0

∑
Ω,Ω′

(2J + 1)

× PJ
αvNΩ→α′v′N′Ω′ (Ek), (4)

where J is the total angular momentum quantum number, and
Ω,Ω′ are the projections of the total angular momentum on
the reactant and product body-fixed z-axis, respectively. α =
I, α′ = I, or E denotes the arrangement channels, inelastic or
exchange. k2 = 2µrEk/~

2 is the square of the wave vector for
a collision energy Ek, and PJ

αvNΩ→α′v’N’Ω′ (Ek) are the transition
probabilities, that is, the square of the corresponding S-matrix
elements. We computed the cross sections from the N = 0 rota-
tional states to the first 13 rotational levels of the SH+ molecule
(0 < N′ < 12) for a collisional energy ranging from 0 to
5000 cm−1. Because of the high computational cost of these
simulations, they were only performed for J = 0, 10, 15, 20,
25, 30, 40, 50, . . ., 110, while for intermediate J values, they
were interpolated using a uniform J-shifting approximation as
recently used for the OH+–H and CH+–H collisional systems
(Werfelli et al. 2015; Bulut et al. 2015). The convergence anal-
ysis and the parameters used in the propagation for each of the
two PESs are described in detail in Zanchet et al. (2019).

For the two sets of calculations the corresponding cross
sections are summed for the doublet and quartet states
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independently because the two rearrangement channels,
inelastic and exchange, yield the same products. Finally, the
cross sections for each of the two electronic states of quartet
(with an electronic spin S = 3/2) and doublet (with an electronic
spin S = 1/2) spin multiplicity were summed with the proper
degeneracy factor to give the total collision cross sections as

σN→N′ (Ek) =
2
3
σS =3/2

N→N′ (Ek) +
1
3
σS =1/2

N→N′ (Ek). (5)

As shown in Zanchet et al. (2019), the magnitude of the excita-
tion cross sections obtained on the doublet states is stronger than
that on the quartet states because of the nonreactive character
of the collision and of the deep well, which both favor inelastic
collisions.

From the total collision cross sections σN→N′ (Ek), we can
obtain the corresponding thermal rate coefficients at temperature
T by an average over the collision energy (Ek),

kN→N′ (T ) =

 8
πµk3

BT 3

 1
2

×

∫ ∞

0
σN→N′ (Ek) Ek exp(−Ek/kBT ) dEk, (6)

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and µ is the reduced mass. The
cross-section calculations carried out up to a kinetic energy of
5000 cm−1 allowed computing rate coefficients for temperatures
ranging from 10 to 1000 K.

In all these calculations, the spin-rotation couplings of SH+

were not included, and therefore the present set of rate coeffi-
cients cannot be directly used to model interstellar SH+ spectra
where the fine and hyperfine structure is resolved.

2.3. Infinite-order sudden calculations

In this section, we describe how the state-to-state fine and
hyperfine rate coefficients for the SH+–H collisional system
were computed using infinite-order sudden (IOS) methods
(Goldflam et al. 1977; Faure & Lique 2012) using the above
k0→N′ (T ) rate coefficients as “fundamental” rate coefficients
(those out of the lowest level)

For SH+ in its ground electronic 3Σ− state, the molecular
energy levels can be described in the Hund case (b) limit1. The
fine-structure levels are labeled by N j, where j is the total molec-
ular angular momentum quantum number defined by j = N + S.
S is the electronic spin. For molecules in a 3Σ− state, S = 1. This
means that three kinds of levels ( j = N−1, j = N and j = N +1)
exist, except for the N = 0 rotational level, which is a single
level.

The hydrogen atom also possesses a nonzero nuclear spin
(I = 1/2). The coupling between I and j results in a splitting of
each level into two hyperfine levels (except for the N = 1, j = 0
level, which remains only one level). Each hyperfine level is des-
ignated by a quantum number F (F = I + j) that varies between
|I − j| and I + j.

Using the IOS approximation, we obtain the rate coeffi-
cients among the fine structure levels from the k0→L(T ) fun-
damental rate coefficients with the following formula (e.g.,

1 For 3Σ− electronic ground-state molecules, the energy levels are usu-
ally described in the intermediate coupling scheme (Gordy & Cook
1984; Lique et al. 2005). However, the use of IOS scattering approach
implies that the Hund case (b) limit should be used.

Corey & McCourt 1983):

kIOS
N j→N′ j′ (T ) = (2N + 1)(2N′ + 1)(2 j′ + 1)

∑
L(

N′ N L
0 0 0

)2 {
N N′ L
j′ j S

}2

× k0→L(T ), (7)

where the parentheses and braces are the 3-j and 6-j symbols.
In the usual IOS approach, k0→L(T ) is calculated for each colli-
sion angle. Here, however, we used the k0→L(T ) rate coefficients
of Eq. (6), which are obtained with a more accurate quantum
method.

The hyperfine resolved rate coefficients can also be obtained
from the fundamental rate coefficients following Faure & Lique
(2012),

kIOS
N jF→N′ j′F′ (T ) = (2N + 1)(2N′ + 1)(2 j + 1)(2 j′ + 1)

× (2F′ + 1)
∑

L

(
N′ N L
0 0 0

)2

{
N N′ L
j′ j S

}2 {
j j′ L

F′ F I

}2

× k0→L(T ). (8)

In addition, we note that the fundamental excitation rates
k0→L(T ) were in practice replaced by the deexcitation fundamen-
tal rates using the detailed balance relation,

k0→L(T ) = (2L + 1)kL→0(T ), (9)

where

kL→0(T ) = k0→L(T )
1

2L + 1
e

εL
kBT . (10)

εL is the energies of the rotational levels L. This procedure was
indeed found to significantly improve the results at low temper-
atures because of the strong threshold effects.

The fine and hyperfine splittings of the rotational states are
of a few cm−1 and of a few 0.001 cm−1, respectively, and can
be neglected compared to the collision energy at T > 30 − 50
K so that our approach is expected to be reasonably accurate for
the entire temperature range considered in this work. Lique et al.
(2016) have investigated the accuracy of the IOS approach in the
case of OH+–H collisions. It was shown to be reasonably accu-
rate (within a factor of 2), even at low temperature, so that we
can anticipate a similar accuracy for our collisional system. In
addition, we note that with the present approach, some fine and
hyperfine rate coefficients are strictly zero. This selection rule
is explained by the 3-j and 6-j Wigner symbols that vanish for
some transitions. In a more accurate approach, these rate coeffi-
cients will not be strictly zero, but will generally be weaker than
the other rate coefficients.

3. Results

Using the computational method described above, we generated
fine and hyperfine resolved rate coefficients for the SH+–H col-
lisional system using the doublet and quartet pure rotational rate
coefficients in order to provide the astrophysical community with
the first set of data for the SH+–H collisional system. In all the
calculations, we considered all the SH+ energy levels with N,
N′ ≤ 10, and we included in the calculations all fundamental rate
coefficients with L ≤ 12. The complete set of (de-)excitation rate
coefficients is available online from the LAMDA (Schöier et al.
2005) and BASECOL (Dubernet et al. 2013) websites.
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Fig. 1. Temperature variation of the fine structure resolved de-excitation
rate coefficients for the SH+ molecule in collision with H for selected
N = 2, j→ N′ = 1, j′ transitions.
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Fig. 2. Temperature variation of the hyperfine structure resolved de-
excitation rate coefficients for the SH+ molecule in collision with H for
the N = 2, j = 3, F = 3.5→ N′ = 1, j′, F′ transitions.

3.1. Fine- and hyperfine-structure excitation

The thermal dependence of the fine-structure-resolved state-to-
state SH+–H rate coefficients is illustrated in Fig. 1 for selected
N = 2, j→ N′ = 1, j′ transitions.

The temperature variation of the deexcitation rate coeffi-
cients is relatively smooth, except at low temperature (T <
50 K), where they increase rapidly. The weak temperature depen-
dence of the rate coefficients (except at low temperature) could
have been anticipated on the basis of the Langevin theory for
ion–neutral interactions.

A strong propensity rule exists for ∆ j = ∆N transitions.
This ∆ j = ∆N propensity rule was predicted theoretically
(Alexander & Dagdigian 1983) and is general for molecules in
the 3Σ− electronic state. It was also observed previously for the
O2(X3Σ−)-He (Lique 2010), NH(X3Σ−)–He (Toboła et al. 2011)
or OH+–H (Lique et al. 2016) collisions.

Figure 2 presents the temperature variation of the hyperfine-
structure-resolved state-to-state SH+–H rate coefficients for
selected N = 2, j = 3, F = 3.5→ N′ = 1, j′, F′ transitions.

For ∆ j = ∆N transitions, we have a strong propensity
rule in favor of ∆ j = ∆F hyperfine transitions. This trend
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Fig. 3. Comparison between SH+–H and SH+–H2 (both para- and ortho-
H2) rate coefficients for a selected number of hyperfine (N = 2, j =
3, F = 3.5→ N′ = 1, j′, F′) transitions.

is the usual trend for open-shell molecules (Alexander 1985;
Dumouchel et al. 2012; Kalugina et al. 2012; Lique et al. 2016).
For ∆ j , ∆N transitions, it is much more difficult to find a
clear propensity rule. The final distribution seems to be governed
by two rules: the rate coefficients show propensity in favor of
∆ j = ∆F transitions, but are also proportional to the degener-
acy (2F′ + 1) of the final hyperfine level, as was found for the
CN–para-H2 system (Kalugina et al. 2012).

3.2. Comparison with SH+–H2 rate coefficients

We then compared the new SH+–H rate coefficients with those
reported recently for the hperfine excitation of SH+ by H2
(Dagdigian 2019). The SH+ molecule has been observed in
media where atomic and molecular hydrogen are significant col-
liding partners, and this comparison should allow evaluating the
effect of the different collisional partners. In Fig. 3 we compare
the SH+–H and SH+–H2 (both para- and ortho-H2) rate coeffi-
cients for a selected number of transitions.

In astrophysical applications, when collisional data are not
available, it is very common to derive collisional data from col-
lisional rate coefficients calculated for the same molecule in col-
lision with another colliding partner. This approach (Lique et al.
2008) consists of assuming that the excitation cross-sections are
similar for the two colliding systems and that the rate coeffi-
cients differ only by a scaling factor due to the reduced mass
that appears in Eq. (6). Hence, the following scaling relationship
can be used:

kH ' 1.4 × kH2 . (11)

At low temperatures, the rate coefficients for collisions with
H do not have the highest magnitude, as expected from the scal-
ing relationships. They can even be one order of magnitude
weaker. We also note that the differences between the H and H2
rate coefficients depend on the transitions and on the tempera-
ture, which makes it impossible to extrapolate accurate H colli-
sional data from H2 collisional data, or vice versa. This therefore
confirms that it is unrealistic to estimate unknown collisional rate
coefficients by simply applying a scaling factor to existing rate
coefficients. This result has previously been observed for water
(Daniel et al. 2015) and ammonia (Bouhafs et al. 2017). How-
ever, when the temperature increases, the agreement improves,
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and scaling techniques would lead to a reasonable estimate of
the H or H2 rate coefficients for temperatures above 500 K.

4. Summary and conclusion

The fine and hyperfine excitation of SH+ by H were investigated.
We obtained fine and hyperfine resolved rate coefficients for
transitions involving the lowest levels of SH+ for temperatures
ranging from 10 to 1000 K. Fine-structure-resolved rate coeffi-
cients present strong propensity rules in favor of the ∆ j = ∆N
transition. The ∆ j = ∆F propensity rule is observed for the
hyperfine transitions.

As a molecule that can be observed from ground-based
observatories (Müller et al. 2014) in the Milky Way and beyond
(Muller et al. 2017), we expect that these new data will signifi-
cantly help in the accurate interpretation of SH+ rotational emis-
sion spectra from dense PDRs and massive protostars, enable
this molecular ion to act as tracer of the energetics of these
regions, and of the first steps of sulfur chemistry.
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